SERVICE PROVIDER DIRECTIONS
IN NETWORK AUTOMATION:
A 2020 SURVEY REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 3Q 2020, ACG conducted primary research on network automation. We surveyed 70 implementation
leaders in 34 service provider companies, globally, and engaged in detailed interviews with executives in
four leading CSPs. From these interactions we gained deep insights into CSPs’ current priorities and
spending on network automation software, along with expected benefits and spending plans for the next
five years. This report highlights key findings of the research (Figure 1) and the methodology we used.

Figure 1. Top Findings on Operators’ Preferences and Plans
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KEY FINDINGS
Automation of the full life cycle of tasks in managing service providers’ networks is a vibrant area for
investment worldwide. Priorities and points of view are unusually homogeneous across CSPs of all sizes
and in all geographies, across many operator types, including our primary focus group of traditional telcos,
cable multiple-system operators, and webscale operators, as well as in our secondary respondents in
interexchange service providers and large enterprises.

Operators’ Reasons for Investing in Network Automation
The overwhelming reason respondents gave for initiating network
automation projects is to increase customers’ satisfaction and their Net
Promoter Scores with them based on faster service activation,
increased flexibility in offering services, better service level agreement
performance, and faster problem resolution. Seventy-two percent of
respondents scored this group of considerations as most significant or
significant. Second most important reason is to provide accelerated time to revenue from faster
introduction of services (56%), while improved opex (35%) and capex (30%) are still significant but smaller.

Figure 2. Benefits from Enhanced Network Automation

Expected Growth of Network Automation Investments
Nearly two-thirds of respondents expect their budgets for network
automation solutions to increase by 10% to 30% per year for the
next five years, with 21% predicting a significant increase of over
30% per year and 19% expecting no change. CSPs view automation
at all levels of network operations as extremely important, from
simple operational tasks to management of devices, overall domains, complete end-to-end networks, and
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services1. We divided these multiple levels of automation into two categories overall: automation within
individual domains, which includes task automation, device automation, and overall domain operations;
and cross-domain orchestration, which provides automation end to end and transcends individual
domains. The majority (55%) of operators’ investment is expected for automation within network
domains and the rest (45%) in cross-domain orchestration. The latter includes orchestration across
technology layers (optical, ethernet, IP/MPLS and segment routing, and services) as well as across
geographies (access, metro, core, long-haul, and ultra-long haul).
In terms of the areas of functionality in which CSPs expect to
prioritize their investments, the benefits they expect from
increased automation in their deployment, planning, and
operations tasks match reasonably well with the levels of
investment they are planning in them. Over the past five to
six years, much work has gone into automation of network
deployment tasks. This is based on a combination of the
steady increases in using bulk provisioning and element
modeling in operators’ networks (using, for example, greater
amounts of NETCONF and YANG) and making heavy
investments in automating infrastructures related to NFV.
Gains in that period have been comparatively lower in the areas of planning and design and enhanced
operations tasks. Yet, operators know that designing their future networks will involve substantially
increased complexity (based on emerging services) and operating them efficiently at scale will require
increased amounts of both planning and automation. Consequently, the expected gain from increasing
investments in those areas is higher in the upcoming four to five years. The Expected Benefits chart shows
the fraction of respondents described an area as significant or most significant in contributing to the
expected benefits to be gained within it (x-axis) as well as the level of investment they plan to make in the
area (y-axis).
For comparison we surveyed the current level of investment
in the same three areas. Levels today in each are: operate
(including monitoring, maintenance, analysis, and
optimization) 36%; planning (network planning and design)
32%; and deployment (network installation, provisioning, and
activation) 32%. Current investments are divided almost
equally across the categories.
When asked why investments in network automation are not larger, CSPs identified several reasons.
Interestingly, reasons often mentioned in popular conversations about the topic, including internal
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See Mortensen, Mark H, Economic Benefits of Network Automation, ACG Research, 2020 for a detailed treatment
of the levels of automation and a model that shows that the majority of the benefits of automating a network can
be achieved through automation within domains.
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resistance to change and the impact of automation on current processes and organizations, are
considered relatively minor issues.

Figure 3. Reasons for Holding Back on Investments in Software Automation
The most important issues, each accounting for 70−90% of the reasons for holding off on investment, are
difficulty of quantifying the business case, the relative immaturity of available solutions, and the
challenges of integration.

Which Tasks to Automate
CSPs spoke in very practical terms about what kinds of tasks are
impactful for them to support with automation. They are most
focused on tasks that are the easiest to automate but give good
return on investment. Specifically, repetitive and often
performed tasks are chosen, using simple robotic process
automation. Tasks with high error rates (especially in
configuration of increasingly sophisticated network resources) are next. Coordination across domains and
more complex tasks within domains are currently receiving much less focus. CSPs expressed a strong
desire for vendors’ help in deciding what tasks to automate via both consultation and tools, along with
providing help in network planning, where vendors are most expert. Network planning and design will
become even more important as the CSPs roll out much denser, higher bandwidth, 5G, broadband access,
and customer premises networks with complex implementations, including xHaul, vRAN, DAA, and
network slicing.

Preferred Solution Characteristics
CSPs first and foremost want network automation software to support
industry standards, including open, standard protocols for
communicating between network elements and their management
applications (such as NETCONF and gRPC), open APIs (REST), and
standard element and network data models (YANG).
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Figure 4. Most Important Capabilities for Automation Software to Have

CSPs’ Expectations of Turnkey Delivery versus Investment in Integration
Most CSPs expect network infrastructure vendors to offer
automation functionality for the areas on which the vendors are
focused. When working with their vendors, CSPs anticipate being
heavily involved in the development and deployment of their
automation software. Very few foresee turnkey products from their
vendors (9%). Most expect to be involved via scripting (17%), inhouse adaptation (33%), and in-house customization (24%).
CSPs overwhelmingly expressed a preference for the network automation be delivered as a suite of
applications that work together. They prefer that suite to be modular, so a substitution of a solution from
another source could be made in each area that suits the operators’ preferences. However, if the vendors’
suites on their own perform well, that is a plus in most respondents’ views.

In Whose Clouds Should the Software Run?
Plans for deployment are very practical. Hybrid and public clouds
are the most frequently preferred configuration in which CSPs
would like their software to run. Vendor-run clouds and software
applications running exclusively in CSPs’ private clouds (versus in
a hybrid mix) are considered by a minority of CSPs as preferred.
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Figure 5. Preferred Locations for Software to Run

ACG’s Take: Operators are Making a High-Priority and Balanced Set of Investments in Network
Automation to Increase the Simplicity, Elasticity, and Efficiency of Their Operations
Automation is a high and growing priority in CSPs’ plans for both top-line revenue capture and operating
efficiency goals. Investment targets are closely aligned with CSPs’ goals. For example, CSPs with a focus
on enterprise services are placing high priority on making their offerings simpler to consume and more
efficient to deliver to those customer groups. Similarly, providers with a focus on mobile and wireless
services are concentrating on how their infrastructures and operations can scale and be ready to support
the diverse mix of applications they will carry. Providers whose goals support each of those groups (and
more) are pursuing plans to advance their capabilities in each.
Domain Automation Is the Base
Priorities for investing in automation are weighted in favor of ensuring the effectiveness of individual
layers and categories of technology deployment (such as optical and packet transport) and the efficiency
of those categories in specific geographic areas (metro, access, long haul, undersea, etc.). The principle
underlying these priorities is, without having excellence at the foundations, impossible to excel in
delivering the services that rely on those underlying systems. Providers generally seek to rely on the
expertise of their preferred infrastructure suppliers within those domains for accomplishing the
excellence they seek.
Advances in Cross-Domain Automation Build on That Base
In parallel operators have keen interest in using automation to increase their efficiency in the combined
operation of adjacent, closely interoperating domains. For example, efficiently integrating the operation
of virtual network functions in mobile, residential broadband, and enterprise services with the operation
of transport network infrastructures that support them directly are areas in which these interests are
active. Pursuing increased synergy in the operation of packet and optical transport network
infrastructures is another. Relying on the expertise of lead or dominant suppliers in those cases is the
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generally preferred approach of CSPs, though there is room for engagement of independent software
solution suppliers that possess the necessary capabilities to participate here as well.
There is also strong interest in simplifying the deployment of end-to-end services that span multiple layers
and domains. This is an inherently multivendor, multidomain undertaking, one that often also has
important end customer-facing functions (either with self-service interactions or via APIs into customerfacing software). CSPs tend to work with independent software solution providers that have the requisite
depth of vendor ecosystem engagement and application expertise, in this portion of their operations.
Open, Standard Protocols, Data Models and APIs Are Essential Ingredients Top to Bottom, End to End
In all these cases at each level, use of open standards-based, model-driven, API enabled architectures at
each layer—from provisioning an infrastructure node, to analyzing the metrics collected about customer
satisfaction, to triggering an optimization in a deployment—is an imperative moving forward.
The Importance of Network Automation Will Increase
As the scale of operations and diversity of applications increases and as competition for customer
revenues intensifies, providers clearly demonstrate they value software automation in achieving their
goals. Its importance to them is amplified by the composite nature of the multicloud fabric that is
emerging as the base of operations moving forward. To the extent that customers value dynamic,
software-enabled, context-sensitive capabilities in their services, the importance of ensuring these
capabilities increases. The findings of our research in this analysis clearly highlight these priorities.

Addendum: Survey Process
Our survey focused on network service providers across a wide geographic range, gathering information
and insights from key individuals involved in network automation projects.
A total of 70 individuals in 34 companies was surveyed via an
online survey using a combination of self-serve and guided
responses. Individuals were all phone screened for company,
geography, job function, and involvement in network automation
to ensure alignment with survey goals and quality of results.
We talked with key executives in four CSPs from each of our
geographic regions to conduct detailed interviews to gain color on
priorities and explore topics in greater depth.
We focused on respondents in each of the three principal
geographic areas. In this case, however, China was not included.
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Figure 6. Geographic Distribution of Respondents
Individuals surveyed were directly involved in sponsoring, planning or executing automation projects.

Figure 7. Respondents’ Job Titles
Most of our respondents were from network provider organizations. We also included cloud and internet
content providers, internet exchange providers, and enterprises that had their own networks. We did not
find major differences among these disparate groups; automation is important to each.

Figure 8. Types of Operators in Which Respondents Work
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